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I. INTRODUCTION
Several authors [3] , [9] have investigated the possibility of using the first moments of time-frequency representations with respect to the frequency variable as estimators of instantaneous frequency. This correspondence derives the relationships between instantaneous frequency and the first moments of the general class of timefrequency representations for both continuous and discrete-time signals.
CONTINUOUS-TIME ESTIMATION
Consider a frequency modulated sinusoidal signal of the form x ( t ) = a, ( t ) cos 4(t), where a, represents the envelope function and 4 is the cumulative phase of the signal. We define the instan- We use the derivative of the phase of the analytic signal to define the following instantaneous frequency estimator.
Definition 2: Analytic Derivative Estimator
where x is a real signal. Then the instantaneous frequency of x at time t is estimated by where (( )),= denotes reduction modulo 27r and ((dldt)),, denotes the appropriate differentiation of a quantity which is reduced modulo 21r as shown above. 
A. Estimation via Representations
The instantaneous frequency estimator, f : ( t ) , obtained from the normalized first moment of a time-frequency representation is defined by
While it is well known thatf:(t) is identical tofP(t) for some representations, the following more general theorem appears to be a new result. 
Now use (4) as required. 
If we are dealing with a monocomponent, constant amplitude FM signal then Theorem 1 reduces to = B ( -t , 7);) C ( t , 7 ) .
Evaluating (8) at 7 = 0 gives and so the estimator yielded by the normalized first moment of a time-frequency representation with respect to the frequency variable is identical to a smoothed analytic derivative estimator; the smoothing function used to calculate the smoothed analytic derivative estimator is given by the time-lag kernel cross section at 7 = 0 normalized to have unit area. In the case of the spectrogram with a rectangular data window of duration T, the smoothing window is also rectangular with duration T a n d p ; will be a low-pass filtered (8)
DISCRETE-TIME ESTIMATION
We use the following definitions for our discrete-time analysis: 
We use the central finite difference of the phase of z as the analog of the analytic derivative estimator for a discrete time signal.
Definition 6: Central Finite Difference Estimator:
where x is a real discrete-time signal. Then the instantaneous frequency of x at sample n is estimated by
4 a where fT is the sampling frequency.
given by (4) in the discrete time-lag domain as follows [4] , [ S I :
We reformulate the smoothed covariance form of Cohen's class
where
linear product, and
(") * --represents a linear convolution in the n index.
A. The Circular Nature of Discrete-Time Quantities
To determine the first moment of a discrete-time time-frequency representation, we must use the periodic definition of first moment 
where L = ( N -1)/2. This is just a modulo-f,/2 convolution of the form given by (18). 
If we have a monocomponent, constant amplitude FM signal then (18) can be simplified to and so, in this case, the periodic first moment of a discrete-time time-frequency representation is equivalent to a smoothed central finite different estimator. The smoothing function used to calculate the estimator is given by the discrete-time time-lag kernel cross section at lag m = I ; for a spectrogram with a rectangular data window of length M , the corresponding smoothing window will also be rectangular and of length M -2. The analysis of the distribution o f t is given in [SI.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that there is no point in using the first moment of discrete-time time-frequency representations as instantaneous frequency estimators, since it is much simpler to calculate the corre-sponding smoothed central finite difierence estimator directly from the analytic signal. These results highlight the danger of formulating relationships in the continuous-timc domain and then expecting them to hold for discrete-time signals. Denote by Re(e,) and Im(e,) the real and imaginary parts of e, respectively, We mean by (1.2) that both Re(e,) and Im(e,) obey N ( 0 , u 2 / 2 ) and they are independent. In general, w = (ulr . . . , a,,) . We note, however, that our aim is to establish asymptotic normality, as the problem does not come under the standard MLE theory, while the papers cited above concentrated on the CR bound.
Asymptotic Behavior of Maximum Likelihood Estimates of Superimposed Exponential Signals
We also refer to Whittle [ I 11, Walker [lo] , Stoica and Nehorai, [SI and Stoica, Moses, Friedlander, and Soderstrom [9] , where models similar to ( I . 1) are considered and asymptotic distributions of estimates are derived. There seems to be no reference where the model (1.1) with complex observations is considered and treated rigorously.
We prove the following main theorems: ii) The limiting distribution of (n3/*((i, -U), nl;* Re (a -a), n'/* Im (a -a), &*)
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